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Abstract
We consider the systematic calculation of higher-order-accuracy points in ®nite element analysis. The cases of
varying material properties and distortion of elements are included. The results obtained are used to establish an error
estimator that is element-based and applicable to varying material properties. Some example problems are solved and
show the applicability of the error estimator. While one-dimensional problems are studied in detail, the extension to
two- and three-dimensional analysis is indicated. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Accurate assessment of the error is a crucial issue in
®nite element analysis. In particular, error estimates are
an indispensable part of any mesh re®nement process.
Numerous contributions have been made to the development of error estimates; see the developments of implicit and explicit estimators, the truth mesh approach
and recovery-based procedures (see Refs. [1,2]).
Much attention has been given to the Zienkiewicz±
Zhu algorithm (see Refs. [3,4]), a recovery-based procedure which employs a least squares ®t technique to
extrapolate the ®nite element values of stresses at appropriately chosen sampling points to nodes. However,
the Zienkiewicz±Zhu algorithm is not ideal with respect
to some issues. Recovery-based techniques, because they
are patch-based, smoothen out the eects of material
discontinuities on the solution unless special procedures
are used. Also, the program data structures required by
patch-based algorithms when employed in engineering
practice are complicated. These two disadvantages
would not be present if an element-based error estimator
were available. Further, recovery-based algorithms re-
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quire the calculation of stresses at certain sampling
points that are not the points used for the evaluation of
the stiness matrix (assuming that ``full'' numerical integration is employed [5]). This is a signi®cant shortcoming in general non-linear analysis.
The choice of appropriate sampling points is a major
issue in the development of a recovery-based error estimator. For the smoothing algorithm to yield a recovered
stress ®eld that is signi®cantly closer to the exact solution than the ®nite element stress ®eld, sampling points
need be chosen that provide higher-order convergence
[6]. Frequently, the algorithm developed by Barlow [7] is
used to select these points, but these points have been
the subject of a debate (see Refs. [8±10]) mainly due to
the fact that Barlow's algorithm may only yield approximate locations for the points where higher-order
convergence is observed. MacKinnon and Carey have
proposed an expression for the location of the higherorder-accuracy points when solving the Laplace equation (see Ref. [11]). However, the results given are rather
restrictive, since even for the one-dimensional scalar
problem of a bar in tension with varying material
properties and/or cross-sectional area, an expression for
the location of the higher-order-accuracy points was not
given.
With the present paper, we want to con®rm some of
the known results, clear up some of the controversies
on earlier results published by other authors, and give
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insight and applications that should be useful in the
further development of error measures.
The ®rst objective of this paper is to show how the
existence and the exact location of higher-order-accuracy points can be systematically established. We also
identify under what conditions the higher-order-accuracy points coincide with the lower-order Gauss points
(MacKinnon and Carey proved this result for the Laplace equation) and thereby clear up the controversy on
these points. The second objective is to show how these
results on higher-order-accuracy points can be used to
develop an error estimator that is element-based (that is,
not patch-based), that does not require the evaluation of
the ®nite element stresses at sampling points, and that is
applicable to varying material properties. This error
estimator extends the work of Babuska and Szab
o using
hierarchical shape functions (i.e. the p method, see e.g.
[12]). We give detailed results for a one-dimensional
scalar problem solved with isoparametric elements and
indicate how these results can be extended to more
challenging problems, such as the Poisson equation
solved over two- or three-dimensional domains.

2. Higher-order-accuracy points
The objective in this section is to derive the higherorder-accuracy points. We consider one-dimensional
problems.
2.1. Earlier work
The notion that the ®nite element method yields
strains that are more accurate at certain points than at
others is the foundation of recovery-based error estimators (see Ref. [1]).
We shall from here on use the following de®nition:
In an N-node element, the higher-order-accuracy
points are de®ned as those points, constant in the natural
coordinate variable, at which the ®nite element strains are
equal to the exact strains whenever the exact displacements are any polynomial of order N or lower in the local
coordinate.
We shall observe that such points do not always exist.
Since the ®nite element strain energy converges to the
exact strain energy with order 2 N 1, the ®nite element strains converge to the exact strains with order
N 1 on average; hence it is said that a higher order of
convergence is observed at the higher-order-accuracy
points.
The expression ``Barlow points'' (as well as ``superconvergent points'') has been used since Barlow's ®rst
paper on the subject in 1976 [7] to denote two dierent
items. On the one hand, the term has been used to de-

note the locations of points of higher-order accuracy in
general, and on the other hand the term has been used to
denote the locations of the points predicted by a method
proposed by Barlow in his original paper.
In this work, we call ``Barlow points'' the points
determined by the method proposed by Barlow, whereas
we call ``higher-order-accuracy points'' the higher-orderaccuracy points de®ned above.
This distinction is necessary because the method
proposed by Barlow is in general only approximate in
giving the higher-order-accuracy points because of a key
assumption. This assumption is that the exact solution
corresponding to a displacement pattern one order
higher than what the ®nite element can represent and the
®nite element solution have the same nodal displacements (see Ref. [7]). A notable fact is that the local coordinates of the Barlow points are independent of the
material properties and element distortions.
MacKinnon and Carey showed that in an undistorted element the higher-order-accuracy points for the
Laplace equation are located at the lower-order Gauss
points [11]. They also showed that this is true for the
Poisson equation in two and three dimensions. However, the Barlow points are located at the lower order
Gauss points only when certain elements are used. For
instance, for the Laplace equation in one dimension, the
Barlow points are not located at the Gauss points for
elements with more than four nodes.
Using numerical studies, some authors [4] have concentrated on lower order elements and con®rmed that
higher-order-accuracy is obtained at the lower order
Gauss points. But because the term ``Barlow points''
was used to denote both the higher-order-accuracy
points and the points calculated by Barlow's method,
there has been some confusion as to where the higherorder-accuracy points are located in the general case
(varying material properties, etc). Even in the case when
constant material properties are used, it is still a debated
question [8±10] whether the higher-order-accuracy
points coincide for elements of any order with the lowerorder Gauss points despite the proof by MacKinnon
and Carey [11] of this result for this speci®c simple case.
In the more complex case of non-constant material
properties and cross-sectional area, even less is known,
and some authors [10] have questioned the very existence of predictable higher-order-accuracy points in this
case.
We present in this section a proof of the existence of
higher-order-accuracy points in the general case of
varying material property and varying cross-sectional
area and distortion of elements for a bar subjected to a
distributed load. This proof is based on element orthogonal displacement patterns. In the past, element
orthogonal displacement patterns were used by various
researchers in the development of ®nite elements (see
Refs. [5,12,13]).
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2.2. Bar with distributed load
Let us consider a one-dimensional problem involving
a bar of varying Young's modulus E x and cross-sectional area A x subjected to a loading force per unit
length f x, and modeled using P (possibly distorted)
N -node elements N > 1. The exact solution to the
problem u satis®es the equation


d
du
E xA x
 f x
1
dx
dx
in the domain X L; R, plus boundary conditions at the
two ends of the domain. Possible boundary conditions
are:
1. Essential boundary condition: the boundary displacement is known, the boundary force is unknown.
2. Natural boundary condition: the boundary displacement is unknown, the boundary force is known.
For well-posedness, at least one of the two boundary
conditions has to be essential. We will always assume
here that the boundary condition at x  L is essential.
The other boundary condition (at x  R) can be either
natural or essential.
For any element M, we can de®ne the element energy
scalar product for the derivatives of the displacement
®eld [5]:

 Z
du dv
du dv dr
aM
;

dr
2
EA
dr dr
dr dr dx
M
where isoparametric elements are used, with r being the
natural coordinate, and the global scalar product for the
problem:

 Z
du dv
du dv
;

dx
3
a
EA
dx dx
dx dx
X
We assume that in every element the usual polynomial shape functions (denoted by h1 to hN ) for isoparametric displacement-based ®nite elements are employed
so that
Span h1 r; . . . ; hN r  Span 1; r; . . . ; r

N 1



4

Let us de®ne T0M r  1 and T1M r  r. Then the following result can be shown to hold:
For any element M, there exists a unique set T M of
k
M
M
polynomials TkM TkM  aM
kk r      ak1 r  ak0  of order
k, k P 2, in the local coordinates, such that these polynomials satisfy:
M
1. The leading coecient aM
kk of Tk is 1.
M
2. The trailing coecient aM
k0 of Tk is 0.
 M dT M 
dT
3. aM drk ; drj  0 for j  0; . . . ; k 1

5
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These polynomials can readily be calculated using the
Gram±Schmidt procedure.
We can now determine the location of higher-orderaccuracy points in a speci®c element M for this problem.
2.2.1. Undistorted elements, constant Young's modulus
and constant cross-sectional area
In this section we consider the case EA dr=dx constant over every element M in the mesh. This is clearly
the case when we consider undistorted elements and
constant Young's modulus and cross-sectional area.In
this case, the polynomials TkM (where k P 2) in the set T M
take on a particular form:
Z
k2 k 1 k 1!2 r
TkM r 
Pk 1 n dn
6
2 k 1!
0
where Pk is the kth Legendre polynomial.
Proof. This result is obtained from the following two
standard properties of the Legendre polynomials [14]:
Z
1:

1
1

Pi rPj r dr 

2: Pi r 

2i!
2i i!2

2dij
2i  1

7

ri  ci r

8

where dij denotes the Kronecker delta and ci r is a
polynomial of order lower than i. Uniqueness of the set
T M allows us to conclude that TkM is given by Eq. (6).
In this case the polynomials in the set T M are independent of the element M. We have, considering k  1 to 7:
T0M r  1
T1M r  r
T2M r  r2
T3M r  r3
T4M r  r4
T5M r  r5
T6M r  r6
T7M r  r7

r
6 2
r
5
10 3 3
r  r
7
7
5 4 5 2
r  r
3
7
63 5 35 3
r  r
33
33

9

5
r
33

For j P 2, TjM r is orthogonal to r in the element scalar
product de®ned above, which immediately implies that
TjM 1  TjM 1. Let us de®ne the set S M of polynomials SjM de®ned over the whole computational domain
X with SjM r  TjM r TjM 1  TjM r TjM 1, j P
2, over element M and SjM equal zero everywhere else.
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We note that in this case (with EA dr=dx constant over
element M) the SjM 's (j P 2) are the hierarchical functions used as shape functions in the design of ®nite elements (see Ref. [12]).
Also, we de®ne S1M  r  1 over element M and
S1M  0 elsewhere. We also de®ne S~1M  r  1 over element M, constant elsewhere and continuous. Finally,
We de®ne S0M to be equal to 1 over element M and 0
elsewhere.
It is immediately seen that if 1 < j < N (where N still
denotes the number of nodes per element), SjM is an element of the ®nite element space, whereas if j P N , SjM is
orthogonal to the ®nite element space in the global
scalar product a ;  (see Eq. (3)).
Let us consider that the boundary condition at x  R
is natural, then S~1M is also in the ®nite element space.
Let us assume that the exact solution (i.e. the exact
solution to Eq. (1) over element M is analytic in the local
coordinate (i.e. it can be developed in the form of a
Taylor expansion of r over element M). Then, because
the set S M is a basis of the space of polynomials over
element M, there is a unique set aM of coecients aM
k
k P 0 such that, over element M,
u r 

1
X
i0

M
aM
i Si r

10

Let us develop the ®nite element solution obtained
from the solution of this problem with N -noded elements on the same basis over element M:
uh r 

N 1
X
i0

M
aM
i Si r

11

M
aM
and de®ne bM
i  ai
i for any 1 6 M 6 P (where P is
the number of elements) and for any i P 0.
We have that, for any virtual displacement v in the
®nite element space,

 Z


duh dv
du dv
a
;
fv  a

;
12
dr dr
dr dr
X

Over element M, the error in the derivative deh =dr then
satis®es
1
1
deh X
dSiM X
dTiM


bM
bM
i
i
dr
dr
dr
iN
iN

15

and the accuracy of the derivative of the ®nite element
solution is one order higher at the zeros of dTNM =dr.
Let us now consider the case when both boundary
conditions are essential. In this case, S~1M is not an element of the ®nite element space, so that we cannot use it
as our test function in equation (12). However, we still
have, over element M
M
M M
eh  bM
0 S0  b1 S1 

1
X
iN

M
bM
i Si

16

For 1 6 M < P (where P is the number of elements), we
can construct a test function vM that has a slope of 1 in
the local coordinate over element M, a slope of 1 in the
local coordinate over element M  1, is continuous, and
satis®es the boundary conditions (see Fig. 1).
Using the orthogonality equation (12) with vM as our
test function and continuity, we obtain (with some algebra) as in the earlier case
for i  0; 1 and M  1; . . . ; P
bM
i  0

17

Conclusions: For an undistorted N -node element M
used to model a bar of constant Young's modulus and
constant cross-sectional area, higher-order-accuracy
points are located at the zeros of dTNM =dr, i.e. at the
lower-order Gauss points of the element, because of Eq.
(6). Since it was shown that TNM is unique up to a multiplicative and an additive constant, at no point other
than the zeros of dTNM =dr is higher-order accuracy
achieved. As a side result, we note that the error in the
displacements is zero at the end points of all elements, a
classic result [5].

With v equal to, in turn S2M ; S3M ; . . . ; SNM 1 , we obtain
M
aM
1. If one of the boundary coni  ai , i  2; . . . ; N
ditions is natural then S~1M is in the ®nite element space
M
and we also obtain that aM
1  a1 .
Hence
uh r  aM
0 

N 1
X
i1

M
aM
i Si r

13

Finally, continuity of the error in the displacements
immediately implies that for any 1 6 M 6 P we have
M
aM
0  a0 . We conclude that in any element M the error
can be decomposed into the form
eh r 

1
X
iN

M
bM
i Si r

14

Fig. 1. vM function. Elements M and M  1 are not distorted
M  2.
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Physical interpretation: Of all functions that are
supported by element M, SNM is the polynomial of the
lowest order that is orthogonal to the ®nite element
space. SNM is therefore the ®rst ``hidden'' displacement
pattern: it is the lowest order polynomial displacement
pattern that cannot be picked up by the N -node element.
However, at the points where dSNM =dr  0, this displacement pattern does not create any strain, and
therefore we obtain the same accuracy in the strain at
these points whether we include this hidden displacement pattern or not.
Hence, whereas implicit algorithms explore the
functional space orthogonal to the ®nite element space,
recovery-based algorithms are based on the use of the
zeros of the derivative of the lowest order polynomial in
this orthogonal space as sampling points.
2.2.2. Distorted elements, varying Young's modulus and
varying cross-sectional area
In the general case (i.e. when we no longer make the
assumption that the product of the Young's modulus
times the cross-sectional area and the determinant of the
mapping function is a constant), we need to modify the
above proof. Note that in this case the functions TJM
need to be calculated for each element M depending on
the conditions of the element.
In the case of a non-constant product EA dr=dx, the
element orthogonal polynomials TjM in the set T M in
general no longer satisfy TjM 1  TjM 1 so that it is
not possible to construct a set S M of polynomials SjM that
are globally orthogonal to the ®nite element space by the
above method. As a result, it is not immediately obvious
that the higher-order-accuracy points are located at the
zeros of the derivative of TNM , like in the case of a constant product EA dr=dx. Let us ®rst consider the case of
one natural boundary condition.
Again, we assume that the exact solution (i.e. the
mathematical solution to Eq. (1)) over element M is
analytic in the local coordinates. Thus we can ®nd a set
bM of coecients bM
i such that over element M
u r  uh r 

1
X
i0

M
bM
r
i Ti

18

In the case EA dr=dx being constant, we could argue
that for 0 6 i < N we had bM
i  0 because of the global
orthogonality of the polynomials SiM . We can no longer
use this argument. However, we can still write for any
test function v

aM

du dv
;
dr dr



M
du

fv  EA v
dx M
M
Z



19

where M and M are the coordinates of the right and
left ends of element M.
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For every polynomial TkM (k > 1), we de®ne as gkM the
function of the local coordinate r that is linear and that
equals TkM at 1 and at 1:
def

gkM r

TkM 1  TkM
2

1



TkM 1

TkM
2

1

r

20

Using TjM gjM (with j > 1) as our test function v in Eq.
(19), and replacing u by expression (18), we obtain
!
!
1
X
d TjM r gjM r
d
M
M M
a
bi Ti r ;
uh r 
dr
dr
i0
Z
f TjM gjM 
21

M

because the boundary terms vanish due to our choice of
v. Using the bilinearity of the element scalar product, we
obtain
  M

 M

1
X
dTi dTjM
dTi dgjM
M
M
M
bi a
;
;
a
dr
dr
dr dr
i0


Z
duh d TjM gjM 
;
22
f TjM gjM  aM

dr
dr
M
Finally, exploiting the orthogonality properties of the
set T M we are left with
 M

 M

dTj dTjM
dT0 dgjM
M
M M
bM
;
b
;
a
a
j
0
dr
dr
dr dr

M 
dT1 dgj
M
;
bM
1 a
dr dr


Z
duh d TjM gjM 
M
M
M
23
f Tj
gj  a
;

dr
dr
M
If we choose 1 < j < N , the right-hand side of Eq. (23)
vanishes, hence
 M

 M

dTj dTjM
dT0 dgjM
M
M
;
 bM
;
bM
j a
0 a
dr
dr
dr dr
 M

dT1 dgjM
M
 bM
a
;
1
dr dr
for 1 < j < N

24

or, using the explicit form of the element scalar product
aM ;  with T0M ,
 M

 M

dTj dTjM
dT1 dgjM
M
M
;
;
 bM
bM
j a
1 a
dr
dr
dr dr
for 1 < j < N

25

Now we make use of the orthogonality property of the
error (see Ref. [5]). With Vh the ®nite element interpolation space, we have
8 v 2 Vh ; a u

uh ; v  0

26
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with v chosen to be the S~1M function. It should be noted
that this choice of v is a valid one for as long as one of
the boundary conditions is natural. This gives
bM
1  0

27

From Eqs. (27) and (25), we conclude that
if 1 6 j < N; bM
j  0

28

We can therefore write
du duh


dr
dr

1
X
iN

M
bM
r
i Ti

29

12 2
r
55

1
79
r
2
110

30

over the ®rst element (r  x 1 being the local coordinate pertaining to that element) and
u1 r  r3

24 2
r
235

3
283
r
2
470

31

over the second element (r  x 3 being the local coordinate pertaining to that element). The error corresponding to this loading is, over the ®rst element,
eh1 r  r3

14 2
r
69

341
74
r
345
345

32

and over the second element:
eh1 r  r3

34 2
r
345

349
38
r
345
345

33

Then, we impose forces such that the exact solution is
u2 r  2r3

122 2
r
55

3
299
r
2
110

34

over the ®rst element (r  x 1 being the local coordinate pertaining to that element) and
u2 r  r3

24 2
r
235

3
283
r
2
470

35

47 2
r
115

eh2 r  2r3

226
51
r
115
115

36

and over the second element:
eh2 r  r3

Conclusion: For a distorted N-node element used to
model a bar of varying Young's modulus and varying
cross-sectional area, higher-order-accuracy points are
located at the zeros of dTNM =dr if one of the boundary
conditions is natural.
We now consider the case when both boundary
conditions are essential: in this case, we show by a
counter-example that higher-order-accuracy points do
not exist.
Counterexample: We choose L  0, R  4, A  1,
E  1  x, and two identical three-node non-distorted
elements, so that we have a three degree of freedom
problem, both ends being constrained. We solve this
®nite element problem exactly using a symbolic mathematics program.
First, we impose forces such that the exact solution is
u1 r  r3

over the second element (r  x 3 being the local coordinate pertaining to that element). The error corresponding to this loading is, over the ®rst element,

11 2
r
115

119
3
r
115
23

37

In the second element, the error in the strain (deh1 =dr)
corresponding to the ®rst loading is zero at the points
with coordinates r  0:548765 . . . and r  0:614466 . . .,
whereas the error in the strain (deh2 =dr) corresponding
to the second loading is zero at the points with coordinates r  0:556286 . . . and r  0:620054 . . . Similarly,
the zeros of the error in the strain depend also in the ®rst
element on the exact solution. This proves that in this
case higher-order-accuracy points do not exist.
2.3. Other one-dimensional scalar products: the beam in
¯exure
The approach used in Section 2.2 can be more generally employed for other one-dimensional scalar problems that can be written in the form:
Find u 2 V =8v 2 V

a u; v  f ; v

38

where a ;  is a scalar product, f ;  is a linear form,
and V includes the space of polynomials. In this more
general setting, we can still derive a unique set T M of
polynomials TkM of order k orthogonal to each other for
the element scalar product aM ; . Again the set T M can
be constructed by recurrence using the Gram±Schmidt
procedure. In general, only the polynomial T0M can be
chosen arbitrarily. In the previous section we could also
choose T1M arbitrarily because the displacements only
appeared through their derivatives in the scalar product.
Generally, if the lowest order derivative of the displacements that appears in the scalar product is the mth
derivative, we can choose the ®rst m  1 functions
arbitrarily.
As an example, we consider the case of a beam in
¯exure, for which the bilinear form is (see Ref. [5])
Z
a u; v 

EI

d2 u d2 v
dx
dx2 dx2

39

For this problem, we can impose T0M x  1, T1M x  x,
T2M x  x2 1.
For j > 2, the polynomials TjM are determined by the
Gram±Schmidt procedure up to a linear part which is
arbitrary (because this part does not enter the bilinear
form (39)). We can therefore choose this linear part such
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that the polynomials TjM are zero at r  1 and r  1. A
proof similar to the one used in the case of constant
EA dr=dx for the problem of the bar in tension still
applies here and we obtain that for the beam in ¯exure
problem
1
1
d2 u uh  X
d2 SiM X
d2 TiM

bM

bM
i
i
2
2
dr
dr
dr2
iN
iN

40

Hence the points where curvature is assessed with
higher-order-accuracy in an N -degree of freedom ®nite
element are located at the zeros of the second derivative
of the polynomial TNM (which are the two order lower
Gauss points in the case of a constant product
EI dr=dx, because in this case the polynomials TjM are
obtained by integrating the Legendre polynomials twice
and then ®xing their linear part as indicated above).
It should be realized that the set T M is dependent on
the order of the problem (as can be noticed by comparing the de®nitions for the sets T M for the bar in
tension problem and the beam problem) and also on the
constants involved in the problem, as shown by the
following example: consider the problem
d2 u=dx2  
cu  f over 1; 1. For this problem, we can show that,
for any non-distorted element M, the set T M starts with
the following polynomials:
T0M x  1
T1M x  x
T2M x  x2
T3M x  x3
T4M x  x4

1
3
2  2c5
x
2  2c3
6 c  21 2
3 35  c
x 
7 c  15
35 15  c

41

Let us now show how the same ideas can be extended
to two-dimensional problems, such as the Poisson
problem:

The bilinear form for this problem is
Z
ou ov ou ov

dX
oy oy
X ox ox

Span h1 x; y; . . . ; h9 x; y
 Span 1; x; y; x2 ; xy; y 2 ; x2 y; xy 2 ; x2 y 2 

44

Since the order of convergence of the ®nite element
strain energy is dictated by the degree of completeness of
the polynomial approximation, we see that all that is
needed to increase the order of convergence of this element is to include one polynomial with x3 and one with
y3.
We can show that the polynomial which includes x3
and is orthogonal to the ®nite element space is x3 x
and the polynomial that includes y 3 and is orthogonal to
the ®nite element space is y 3 y. The points where the
derivatives of these two polynomials are zero are the
lower order
p Gauss points
pfor the element of interest,
x  1= 3 and y  1= 3.
Obviously, the same approach is valid for elements
other than the nine-node element. For elements used to
solve the Poisson problem, the zeros of the derivatives of
the lowest order polynomials orthogonal to the ®nite
element space functions are always the lower order
Gauss points, as was shown by MacKinnon and Carey.

4. Application to error assessment

4.1. Error estimator for the bar problem

3. The Poisson problem

f x; y

For clarity, let us assume that this problem is solved
using non-distorted nine-node quadrilateral isoparametric elements, and that the usual polynomial shape
functions h1 to h9 are used so that

In this section we show how the results of Section 2
can be used to develop a class of error estimators.

We note that, for this new problem, only when j is
even (and therefore TjM is even) do we have TjM 1 
TjM 1, unlike in the bar in tension problem. Clearly,
the polynomials in the set T M for this problem dier
from those we obtain for the bar in tension and depend
on the parameter c.

o2 u o2 u


ox2 oy 2
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Again, let us consider the deformation of the bar
subjected to the loading f . For the problem solution we
use three-noded isoparametric ®nite elements.
We have shown in Section 2 that in any element,
distorted or not, it is possible to develop a set of polynomials TkM (k P 0) that are energy orthogonal to each
other.
The error in element M can then be written as, using
Eq. (18),
eh  u

uh 

1
X
i0

M
bM
r
i Ti
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For every polynomial TkM k P 2, we de®ne as before
r  TkM 1  TkM 1=2  TkM 1 TkM 1=
2r.
Starting from the dierential equation for the problem, applying the Galerkin procedure to the test function TlM glM l > 1, and using the orthogonality
properties of the set T M , we obtain:

gkM
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R
bM
l 

M

f TlM

glM  dx

R
M

d TlM glM  duh
dx
dx
dx
dTlM 2
EA dx  dx
M

EA
R

 bM
1

R
M

EA

dT1M dglM
dx dx

dx
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We have shown in Section 2.2 that under certain
circumstances the constant bM
1  0, so that all the terms
on the right-hand side are known or can be evaluated,
and therefore for any l, bM
l can be calculated. In case
we do not have bM
1  0, we are still able to use Eq.
(46) to obtain an estimate for bM
l by neglecting the
M
M
M
bM
a
dT
=dr,
dg
=dr
term
in
the numerator.
1
1
l
In the general case, we use
R


bM
l

M

f TlM

glM  dx
R
EA
M

R
M

EA

d TlM glM  duh
dx
dx

dTlM 2
 dx
dx

dx
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as an estimate for bM
l and
eh r 

iN 0
X
iN

M
bM
r
i Ti
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as an estimate of the error. N 0 is an integer which determines the desired accuracy of our error estimator. We
indicate in Section 4.2 that N 0  N  1 might be a good
choice.
In the particular case when the product EA dr=dx is
constant, the second integral in the numerator of Eq.
(46) equals zero. Since the set T M is known, the bM
l 's can
be calculated prior to the ®nite element solution. We
have in this case an a priori error estimator, in essence
by applying p-re®nement. When the product EA dr=dx
is not constant, the second integral in the numerator
must be evaluated and we have an a posteriori error
estimator.

Fig. 2. Mesh: the four-element mesh employed to solve the
example problems 1 and 2 of Section 4.2. In problem 3, the
displacement at x  10 is imposed to be zero.

Because N 0  N  1  4 and the exact solution is a
polynomial of order 4, we expect our error estimator to
give the exact error for this problem. The recovered
strain d uh  e =dx, the ®nite element strain duh =dx and
the exact strain are plotted in Fig. 3. We see that the
recovered strain equals the exact strain, as expected.
Example 2. We next impose a loading per unit length
such that the exact displacement cannot be developed as
a ®nite Taylor series:

4.2. Examples
In this section, we test the error estimator presented
above on some sample problems to assess its eciency.
We choose to include only two terms in the error estimate of Eq. (48), i.e. we take N 0  N  1. All problems
are solved on the non-uniform mesh consisting of threenode undistorted elements given in Fig. 2. The Young's
modulus varies as E x  1  x. In Examples 1 and 2,
one end x  0 is clamped and one end x  10 is free.
In Example 3, both ends are clamped to enforce zero
displacements.
Example 1. We impose a loading per unit length such
that the exact displacement is a polynomial of order 4:
u x  x  12 x

102

100
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Fig. 3. Strains for Example 1. (Ð) du=dx  d uh  eh =dx; (  )
duh =dx.
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Fig. 4. Strains for Example 2. (Ð) du=dx (  ) duh =dx; (- - -)
d uh  eh =dx.


u x  tan

x

5
5



x

5
5

tan 1  0:0001x3

Fig. 6. Errors in the stress for Example 2. (  ) E xduh =dx r;
(- - -) E xd uh  eh =dx r; (--) rZZ r, where r and
rZZ denote the exact stress and the stress recovered by the
Zienkiewicz±Zhu algorithm, respectively.

50


u x  tan

Figs. 4 and 5 show that the recovered strain obtained
with the algorithm introduced in this paper is much
closer to the exact strain than is the ®nite element strain.
The recovered strain is not equal to the exact strain
because only two terms have been included in Eq. (48).
Fig. 6 illustrates the performance of our algorithm
compared to the Zienkiewicz±Zhu algorithm.
Example 3. In this problem, we apply forces corresponding to the exact displacement:
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Both boundary conditions are essential, and EA dr=dx
is not constant over the elements which implies that the
calculated coecients given by Eq. (47) are not equal to
the exact coecients in Eq. (46). Besides, the exact displacement can not be written in the form of a ®nite
Taylor series, but again we choose to include only two
terms in Eq. (48).
The strains presented in Fig. 7 show that despite
these two approximations, the recovered strain is much
closer to the exact strain than is the ®nite element strain
(see also Fig. 8). Comparing the results of Example 3 to
those of Example 2, we see that the accuracy of our error
estimator is hardly aected by the fact that the boundary
condition at x  10 is now essential.
Fig. 9 illustrates the performance of our algorithm
compared to the Zienkiewicz±Zhu algorithm.

5. Concluding remarks

Fig. 5. Errors in the strain for Example 2. (  ) duh =dx
(- - -) d uh  eh =dx du=dx.

du=dx;

In this paper, we have shown how the existence of
higher-order-accuracy points can be related to hidden
displacement patterns. In fact, we have shown that
higher-order-accuracy points are the points where the
lowest order hidden displacement pattern results in no
strain. This interpretation enables us to calculate higherorder-accuracy points in cases that were not considered
before. In particular, the case of distorted elements and
varying material properties can be treated. Also, this
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Fig. 7. Strains for Example 3. (Ð) du=dx; (  ) duh =dx; (- - -)
d uh  eh =dx.

Fig. 9. Errors in the stress for example 3. (  ) E xd uh =
dx r; (- - -) E xd uh  eh =dx r; (--) rZZ r, where r and
rZZ denote the exact stress and the stress recovered by the
Zienkiewicz±Zhu algorithm, respectively.

even when the material properties vary not only from
element to element but also inside an element. This last
property is essential for an error estimator used in the
solution of plasticity problems.
However, we considered in this paper primarily onedimensional problems. For two- and three-dimensional
problems, signi®cant further work is necessary.
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